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Abstract
People worldwide suffer from fake news in many life aspects, healthcare, transportation, education, economics, and many
others. Therefore, many researchers have considered seeking techniques for automatically detecting fake news in the last
decade. The most popular news agencies use e-publishing on their websites; even websites can publish any news they want.
However, thus before quotation any news from a website, there should be a close look at news resource ranking by using a
trusted websites classifier, such as the website world rank, which reflects the repute of these websites. This paper uses the
world rank of news websites as the main factor of news accuracy by using two widespread and trusted websites ranking.
Moreover, a secondary factor is proposed to compute the news accuracy similarity by comparing the current news with fakes
news and getting the possible news accuracy. Experiments results are conducted on several benchmark datasets. The results
showed that the proposedmethod got promising results compared to other comparative methods in defining the news accuracy.
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1 Introduction

At first, when the Internet was made, it was accessible for
public use Abualigah et al. (2021b); Batur Şahin and Abuali-
gah (2021). The primary purpose of the Internet was for
accessing information Attiya et al. (2022). However, over
the years, the Internet has grown with many untruthful and
misleading information, andmany previous researchers were
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working in Cybercrimes such as in Al-Masalha et al. (2020).
Fake news found its way into the Internet, and it becomes
difficult for people to find truthful information. Fake news is
spread online through social media and fake news websites.
Current social media is fertile ground for the spread of fake
news Sadiku et al. (2018); Wu et al. (2022). By which con-
tent can circulate among users with no third party to arbitrate
Otair et al. (2022). Misinformation amplified by new means
in the internet age poses a threat to society worldwide.

Fake news is fabricated content deceptively presented as
real news Spradling et al. (2021); Goldani et al. (2021); Şahin
et al. (2021). It consists of stories designed to increase read-
ership, online sharing, and Internet click revenue Freire et al.
(2021). Fake news is published on the Internet to mislead to
damage an agency, person, or rival. Fake news spreads faster
and more profound than truth. There are many types of Fake
as some are Clickbait: exaggerated in reporting false news
created for generating clicks to increase ad revenue. E.g.,
proclaiming that drinking two gallons of water a day is good,
chocolate will help lose weight. Propaganda: deceptive story
designed to promote the author’s agenda. It may be politi-
callymotivated. Politicians and governments use propaganda
to promote their agenda. Opinion: The author’s commentary
was invented to influence the reader. Humor: this story is
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used for entertainment and satire to discuss public affairs.
The authors promote themselves as delivering entertainment
and call themselves comedians instead of journalists Choud-
hary and Arora (2021); Kaliyar et al. (2021).

Several works and approaches have been proposed to
uncover fake news Gandomi et al. (2022); Paka et al. (2021);
Sivasankari and Vadivu (2021); Fayaz et al. (2022). Sanik et
al. in Saikh et al. (2020) presented two models that rely on
deep learning to solve the problem of detecting fake news in
content using several domains across the Internet. The pro-
posed models are binary classification that aims to classify
fake and verified content Abualigah and Diabat (2022). They
evaluated these models based on two pre-trained data sets:
fake news AMT and celebrity for fake news detection. Then,
by testing both models using data sets, they reached an accu-
rate amount of 77.08%, 83.3% when using fake news AMT,
and 76.53%, 79% when using celebrity datasets. In another
work, Rubin et al. in Saikh et al. (2020); Pérez-Rosas et al.
(2017a);Rubin et al. (2016) used adataset containing satirical
news (The Onion and fact-checking sites like Politi-fact and
Snopes), but these sites are restricted in a particular domain
of news like politics. Perez Rosas et al. (2017) Pérez-Rosas
et al. (2017a) created two datasets for a fake news detection
mission to cover seven different news domains. They also
used exploratory analytics to identify language differences in
legitimate and fake news content using the numbering fea-
tures, followed by N-grams, Complete LIWC, and Syntax
features.

Ahmed et al. inAhmed et al. (2018) presented an approach
to detecting pseudo-content that begins with preprocessing
the dataset by removing unnecessary characters and words
from the data such as stop words, removing punctuation and
tokenization of the text, and then do stemming from extract-
ing the n-gram features, and the required document was
created. The final step in the classification process is training
the classifier. Six different machine learning algorithms were
tested, namely (SGD), SVM, (LSVM), K-Nearest Neigh-
bor (KNN), LR, and DT. Veronica Perez-Rosas, et al in
Pérez-Rosas et al. (2017b), they search the new ways of fake
news classification that published over the Internet such as
socialmedia for instantly, inwhich they proposedmechanism
depends on online fake news detection by twofold, Firstly,
by the novel two datasets of fake news detection in seven
different domains in news, secondly, they conduct a set of
learning of experiments to build accurate fake news detec-
tors, in which they used twoways to build a novel datasets, in
which used the manual and crowdsourced annotation efforts
to build the first dataset and used direct collect from the web
to build the second dataset, in which they using these datasets
to conduct several exploratory analyses to identify linguistic
properties that are predominantly present in fake content and
build fake news detectors depends on linguistic features that
achieve accuracies of up to 78%, such as a combination of

lexical, syntactic, and semantic information as well features
representing text readability properties.

Rafael A. Monteiro et al. in Monteiro et al. (2018), the
researchers studied the Brazilian Portuguese language prob-
lem in fake news detection for other languages by using
analyzing linguistic characteristics and machine learning, in
which they created a corpus by collecting samples of fake
news and labeled it, which they called ”Fake.Br corpus,”
after they created an own corpus, which is used it in build
automatic fake news classifier by using main two of proce-
dures, the first procedure is reducing of text size by truncating
the text. The second used Linear SVC technique, in which,
after applying all features, machine learning on Fake was
used Fake.Br corpus to obtain 89% of the final accuracy.
Hanslowski et al. in Hanselowski et al. (2018) conducted a
retrospective analysis of the three best participating systems
in the fake news challenge to enhance artificial intelligence
techniques to combat fake news; through their research paper,
they provided a deep analysis of these three best-performing
systems, critical evaluation of the experimental setup and also
suggested a new measure based on F1 Added to the features
used and conducted a detailed analysis of these features.

Reese et al. in Reis et al. (2019) reviewed many previous
studies through their research paper and focused on identify-
ing the proposed features in thiswork, on implementing these
features on a recently released data set, consisting of news
articles sourced from Buzzfeed related to the US elections,
where they explained the use of these features to distinguish
between news the truth and the fake, at first they ignored all
the stories classified as unreal or false, and the mixture of
right and wrong as one group which is fake news, and the
rest is accurate. Classify the features into features extracted
from news content, news source, and published news envi-
ronments and then evaluate these features based on some
machine learning algorithm. Thorne et al. in Thorne et al.
(2018) introduced a new publicly available dataset for check-
ing and verifying textual sources (FEVER: Fact-Extraction
and Verification), generated by Wikipedia. In their paper,
Vlachos et al. in Vlachos and Riedel (2014), they present the
task of verifying information and facts by creating a data set
using data validated by fact-checking websites such as Poli-
tiFact, and then explaining the correlation and relationship
of fact-checking with natural language processing tasks.

M. Al-Khair et al. Alkhair et al. (2019) presented an Arab
group of false news for three Arab celebrities through the
information published on YouTube, specifically about the
news of their death. They performed a statistical analysis
of the data collected and then classified the news using three
methods: support vectorMachine,MultinomialNaïveBayes,
Decision Tree. To distinguish between rumors and lack of
comments, it has been noted that the performance achieved
varies depending on the subject of the rumors. A method for
analyzing and evaluating the credibility of tweets on Twitter
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was proposed by Castillo et al. Castillo et al. (2011), where
they divided these tweets as credible or unreliable, based
on the features extracted from the tweets, the most impor-
tant of these features is the behavior of users in the posting
process and the number of retweets made by users, where
they explained that the publication of reliable news comes
from authors who have previously written a large number
of topics and have many republishes. Qazvinian and oth-
ers Qazvinian et al. (2011) relied on several of topics also
spread on Twitter and investigated tweets on this news, sug-
gested a classification of support or denial of stories and also
relied on features based on content, on the network and some
elements of Twitter, and found that the classification on top-
ics increases inaccuracy with the increase in Tweets. Other
optimization techniques can be used to solve the Fake news
detection Abualigah et al. (2021,2021,2022); Agushaka et al.
(2022); Oyelade et al. (2022).

It is essential to be aware of how the above techniques can
be used to employ fake news worldly, by giving one exam-
ple which took place shortly before the most recent USA
presidential election in a series of events known as ”pizza-
gate.” Fake news publishers in Macedonia circulated a false
political conspiracy theory that former First lady, secretary
of state, and presidential candidate Hillary Clinton and other
prominent democratic political figures coordinated a child
trafficking ring out of a Washington, DC pizzeria the name
of Comet Ping Pong. This false news publication was widely
shared via Facebook and directed readers to websites to gen-
erate advertising revenue. In the bizarre turn of events in
December 2016, a man who read the fake publication drove
from North Carolina to Washington, DC, and shot open a
locked door at the actual Comet Ping Pong pizzeria Klein
and Wueller (2018).

In the era of AI, several intelligent applications have been
employed with a huge amount of cloud data such as in
AlZu’bi et al. (2018, 2019); Elbes et al. (2020); Al-Zu’bi
et al. (2021); AlZu’bi and Jararweh (2020); Guo et al. (2021).
The most popular news agencies use e-publishing on their
websites; even websites can publish any news they want.
However, thus before quotation any news from a website,
there should be a close look at news resource ranking by
using a trusted websites classifier, such as the website world
rank, which reflects the repute of these websites. In this
paper, we proposed a new method to detect fake news by
proposing a novel algorithm of fake news accuracy detection
according to the sequences, aggregate, and Live news. The
proposed method collects websites ranking of news sources
by RankAPI and Alexa website. It collects related news from
the Google search engine by live news titles. After execut-
ing the news accuracy algorithm, compute the rank of source
news website from total news accuracy 50%, and apply to
stop words, Tokenizing, Stemming for both text and title of
fake news dataset and Text and Title of living news. Then,

implements cosine similarity for last Compute cosine sim-
ilarity of living news text with related news text from total
news accuracy 50% scores. This paper uses the world rank of
news websites as the main factor of news accuracy by using
two widespread and trusted websites ranking. Moreover, a
secondary factor is proposed to compute the news accuracy
similarity by comparing the current news with fakes news
and getting the possible news accuracy. Experiments results
are conducted on several benchmark datasets. The results
showed that the proposed method got promising results com-
pared to other comparative methods in defining the news
accuracy.

The main sections of this paper are organized as follows:
Sect. 2 shows the proposed method for accurate news defini-
tion. Section 3 presents the experiments and results. Section
4 shows the discussion and comparisons with state-of-the-
art methods. The conclusion and future work directions are
given in Sect. 5.

2 Methodology

The proposed system depends on checking the news accu-
racy published by the news websites, using a different way
of the previous techniques that only used machine learning
to classify the news as either fake or real. However, this is
not enough to classify the news because machine learning
depends on words similarity between two documents might
be one for real and the other for fake, but they could have high
words similarity. The methodology of this work depends on
two. Firstly, the news text similarity across fake news datasets
such as Kaggle Secondly, ranking of websites for the source
text. The ranking system employed two different sources of
website ranking, such RankAPI and Alexa, which are spe-
cialists for website ranking Aldwairi and Alwahedi (2018a);
Aphiwongsophon and Chongstitvatana (2018). The text sim-
ilarity was given 50%, and the other 50%were given to news
websites ranking. Finally, we compute the news accuracy by
sum these percentages from 100% as news accuracy percent-
ages.

2.1 Data set

The actual word is done using a fake news dataset generated
by the Kaggle website, which is used to train the machine to
check the current news similarity with the fake news dataset.
In which a full training using attributes such that (id, title,
author, text, label) kaggle (2021b).

The fake news detection programmed tool depends on two
scenarios:

1. Detect news accuracy by website ranking:
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Fig. 1 Fake news dataset
features

In this stage, we gather the rank of the news publisher
website by two rank factors, the first from the Alexa web-
site and the second from the Rankapi website. We will
illustrate it in section news websites ranking ratio.

2. Detect news accuracy by getting top1 cosine similarity
from fake news dataset and compute the true news per-
centage:

In this paper, the fake news dataset has been considered, and
it contains a list of articles considered as ”fake” news from the
Kaggle website (Fig. 1 illustrates a sample dataset), which
contains four columns title, text, subject, and date kaggle
(2021a):

This paper depends on lexical similarity for current text
news with previous fake news saved in the fake news dataset.
We applied cosine similarity for token text with all fake news
texts in the dataset. We got one of the most similarities from
fake news texts as a similarity factor from 0 to 1. In this paper,
we except the id, title, author, and label features, and we used
just text feature as a similarity factor.

2.2 Proposed system

In the proposed system, we built a nontraditional algorithm
for fake news detection that depends on two main factors.
The first factor depends on features collected from worldly
news rankingwebsites, and the other factor is using news text
similarity a crossing with previous fake news dataset. Then,
using those factors to compute the final news accuracy. How-
ever, the proposed system works in two stages, as illustrated
as follows:

Stage 1: The system automatically collects the latest news
from the news API, and it some-up some features for each
news such as news title, news weblink, news source, and
getting news text by scraping it from news webpage that has
been published this news. Then, the system prepares those
features for the next stage to achieve some formulas.

Stage 2: This stage uses the features that are achieved from
the previous stage to compute some other formulas, as shown
below illustration of the formulas:
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– Compute website news ranking (R):

In this section, the system computes R-value by summing
up R1 and R2, in which R1 and R2 are two ranking sources
of news websites as will be illustrated later on, the following
formula illustrates how to compute the website ranking ratio:

The formula in equation 1 illustrates how to compute the
website ranking ratio:

R = R1 + R2 (1)

Where:

– R: is the final ratio of news website ranking.
– R1: is Rank API ratio of news website ranking.
– R2: is Alexa ratio of news website ranking.

– Compute the top-one similarity of news text:(TP)

In this section, the system computes the more remarkable
similarity fake news texts from the fake news dataset, and
the following formula illustrates how to compute the cosine
similarity ratio with N fake news counts from the fake news
dataset:

The formula in equation 2 illustrates how to compute the
cosine similarity ratio of the current news text (CN) with N
fake news counts from the fake news dataset:

T P = Top(Cosine − Similari t y(CN , FNi )) (2)

Where:

– TP: is True Positive rate with fake news.
– Top: return the top1 similarity rate of fake news texts
(FNi) with current news text (N).

– CN: is the tested news text.
– FNi : is Fake News text in the dataset, i=1,...,N.

– Compute False Positive rate of current news (FP):

In this section, the system computes FP after collecting
the similarity ratio of fake news. The formula in equation 3
illustrates how to compute the False Positive ratio of false
news based on the True Positive ratio of fake news.

FP = (1 − T P) ∗ 0.5 (3)

Where:

– FP: is False Positive ratio of fake news.
– TP: is True Positive ratio of true news.
– Note: We multiply by 0.5 because the news text similarity
is 50% of total news accuracy.

Table 1 Ratio Rank API of
news website

Rank of 10 ( R1 ) Ratio %

10 25

9 21

8 19

7 17

6 15

5 13

4 9

3 7

2 5

1 1

0 0

– Compute the final accuracy of current news
(Accuracy):

In this section, the system computes the final accuracy
of current news. The following formula illustrates how to
compute the final ratio of news accuracy:

The formula in equation 4 illustrates how to compute the
final ratio of news accuracy:

Accuracy = R + FP (4)

Where:

• Accuracy: is News Accuracy ratio from 100%.
• R: is news website ranking ratio from 50%
• FP: is False Positive of tested news ratio from 50%

2.3 News websites ranking ratio

Tables 1 and 2 represent the ranking ratio of some news col-
lected fromnewswebsites. The ranking rationwas given 50%
out of the total news accuracy. Two websites were employed
to achieve this ratio: RankAPI and Alexa, as each of these
websites was given 25%, respectively. The ranking ratio of
these websites expresses R1 and R2, respectively, from for-
mula 1. The summation of R1 and R2 expresses R, which is
the final ratio of website rank.

Tables 1 and 2 show ranking ratio according to the API
ranking source and Alexa, which will be considered as R1
and R2, respectively, in Equation 1:

– Rank API Factor:

This website uses an analysis algorithm that depends on
Google Page Rank, which is measures how important the
web page or websites and computes the quality of content
and backlinks. The rank score in this website is between 0
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Table 2 Ratio Alexa Rank of news website

Alexa rank (R2) Ratio%

From >= 1 k To <= 100 k 25

From >= 200 k To < 100 k 21

From >= 300 k To < 200 k 19

From >= 400 k To < 300 k 17

From >= 500 k To < 400 k 15

From >= 600 k To < 700 k 13

From >= 700 k To < 800 k 9

From >= 800 k To < 900 k 7

From >= 900 k To <= 1 m 5

More than 1 m 1

None 0

Fig. 2 CNN.com website rank (API)

and 10, where 10 is the highest page rank and 0 lowest page
rank. The page rank brings the website closer to a top posi-
tion in Google search results, and vice versa Rankapi (2011).
Figure 2 illustrates an example of how to get CNN website
rank from Rank API website:

– Rank Alexa Factor:

The Alexa rank ranking system owned by Amazon uses web
classification by dynamic data inside the website to classify
the top popularity websites. It ranks many websites as of
recognition, with the lower site Alexa rank. It also looks at
how an internet site is doing relative to other sites, making
it a proper benchmarking or competitive analysis. It uses to
classification millions of websites, as the rank result num-
ber refers to website rank crossing millions of websites Duo
(2021). Figure 3 illustrates an example of how to get CNN
website rank by Alexa website. Table 3 shows that RankAPI
and Alexa ranked websites are using different techniques.

2.3.1 Compute news websites ranking ratio

In this section, we will be getting the first part of the news
accuracy ratio by computing R using the formula in equation
1. By getting the news website first-ranking R1 from the
Rankapi website, as shown in Table 1, and then getting the

Fig. 3 CNN.com website rank (Alexa)

Table 3 RankAPI and Alexa classification criteria

Rank API factor Rank alexa factor

Computes the
quality of
content and
backlinks

Using web classification by
dynamic data inside the
website to classify the
foremost popularity
websites

Rank score in
this website
(0–10)

10 highest
page rank

0 lowest page
rank

news website second-ranking R2 from the Alexa website (2).
Finally, we will compute the R-value using Equation 1.

The following example shows how to compute the rank
ratio for the CNN website:

– Step 1: Getting first ranking from Rankapi website, it
shows in Fig. 1 that CNN has (9/10) which means that
R1=21% according to Table 1.

– Step 2: Getting second-ranking from Alexa website, Fig.
2 shows that CNN has (93), which means that R2=25%
according to Table 2.

– Step 3: After getting each of R1 and R2, in which we can
compute R by Equation 1 as follows:

R = R1 + R2 − − > R = 21% + 25% = 46% (5)

2.3.2 News text similarity with fake news dataset

In this section, we implement current news similarity with
(N) counts of fake news from the fake news dataset, and this
matter demands a set of steps to obtain the second part of
the news accuracy ratio. To attain that, each current news
text and current fake news text must pass in text preprocess-
ing before similarity implementation on current news text
and current fake news. The following explanation shows text
preprocessing and text similarity:
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– Text Pre-Processing:

Before texts similarity implementation, we must prepare the
two texts with some processing that they become ready for
the similarity process as the following steps show text pro-
cessing:

– Step 1: The uniform case of letters:
In this step, we convert all letters in the text to lowercase.

– Step 2: Remove punctuation and non-ASCII charac-
ters:
This step removes all punctuations from the text and all
non-ASCII characters.

– Step 3: Remove Stop-words:
In this step, we remove all stop-words from the text, such
as ’the,’ ’is,’ ’are,’ ’a,’ ’an,’ and so on.

– Step 4: Text tokenization:
In this step, we are splitting all text into words, by using
a space pattern for splitting it.

– Step 5: Words-stemming:
In this step, we return all text-words to basic words, i.e.,
remove any suffix letters at the endof aword, for example,
”Playing,” ”played,” and ”Plays,” all of them refer to one
basic word is ”Play,” this is called word-stemming.

The text will be ready for the next stage, which can be pre-
pared to implement similarities between texts.

– Create TF matrix for texts:

The Term frequency (TF) matrix for text terms is a two-
dimensional matrix containing two rows andN columns. The
rows for text-1 and text-2, the columns for all text terms,
and N refer to the count of text terms. The following stage
explains how to create a TF matrix.

In this stage, we aggregate all words in text-1 and text-
2 as a set without repeated words. These term words are
represented by columns headers and the rows labeled as text-
1 and text-2, where the crossing of rows and columns is the
frequent count in text. Table 4 shows TF matrix tacking in
calculations the above details.

– Text-1: The current news for test.
– Text-2: The current fake news for test.
– Term1…N: All consecutive words in the text.

Table 4 TF matrix

Term1 Term2 … Term-N

Text-1 A1 A2 … AN

Text-2 B1 B2 … BN

– Ai: The count of frequent the term in text-1, where i<=N.
– Bi: The count of frequent the term in text-2, where i>=N.

– Cosine-Similarity for text-1 and text-2:

After converting all terms in each of text-1 and text-2 to
vectors (i.e., numbers as A’s and B’s in TF matrix) in the
previous stage, now we can compute the cosine similarity
score between text-1 and text-2, by the formula in Equation
6 Nguyen and Bai (2010):

CS(A, B) =
∑n

i=1 Ai Bi
√∑n

i=1 A
2
i

√∑n
i=1 B

2
i

(6)

Where:

– n: The count of terms in the text 1 & 2.
– Ai : The term-i frequency in text-1.
– Bi : The term-i frequency in text-2.

– Compute current news accuracy:

– Step 1:
From Equation 2, we obtain top1, which is the cosine
similarity score of current news with N fake news.Where
N is the count of fake news in the dataset, we have to have
TP (True Positive rate of current news).

– Step 2:
From Equation 3, we obtain FP (False Positive of current
news), by subtraction one from TP, the result multiplica-
tion by 0.5 to get the second part of news accuracy (i.e.,
the second half of 50% of accuracy score).In the website
ranking stage, we obtained the first half of the accuracy
score from 50%.

– Step 3:
FromEquation 4, we obtain the final news accuracy score
by adding the R-value to FP-value to get NA (News accu-
racy score).

3 Experimental results and analysis

This section will show the results for ten news from vari-
ous resources, where the first five news from high popularity
sources and the second five from low popularity sources. The
proposed system was trained on these samples, often news
to get results and then analyzes the results. The following
Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, show system results in detail.
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Table 5 Aggregated News info

News title News Source News URL

Israeli emergency services
responding to a synagogue
bleacher collapse described as a
’mass casualty event’

CNN https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/16/middleeast/israel-bleacher-
collapse/index.html

Samsung’s leaked Galaxy A22
may be its most affordable 5G
phone to date

Engadget https://www.engadget.com/samsung-galaxy-a22-5g-leak-
193356168.html

Vaccination centre ponders cutting
days to ease nurses’ workload

Stuff.co.nz https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/300309147/
vaccination-centre-ponders-cutting-days-to-ease-nurses-
workload

Starship SN15 patiently awaits a
decision

NASA
Spaceflight

https://www.nasaspaceflight.com/2021/05/starship-sn15-
reflight-road-orbit/

John Kiely launches attack on
GAA over rules and accuses
Galway of simulation

The42 https://www.the42.ie/john-kiely-2-5439166-May2021/

Imperialism and national liberation Socialist worker https://socialistworker.co.uk/art/51842/
Imperialism+and+national+liberation

Zimbabwe says it has enough cash
to buy record maize crop

Insiderzim https://www.insiderzim.com/zimbabwe-says-it-has-enough-
cash-to-buy-record-maize-crop/

MC GHIE COFFEE SHOP Pattaya people http://pattayapeople.com/2019/03/26/mc-ghie-coffee-shop/

HCMC to further promote
caretaking for poor, vulnerable
people: City Party Chief

sggpnews https://sggpnews.org.vn/hochiminhcity/hcmc-to-further-
promote-caretaking-for-poor-vulnerable-people-city-party-
chief-92396.html

Navi Pillay explains ‘human
rights’ limitations in Geneva on
Tamil genocide

Tamil net https://www.tamilnet.com/art.html?catid=79&artid=39975

3.1 News tables

The system in the initial stage aggregates up-to-date news
from the Newsapi server, and then, the system is trained to
check for aggregated news by the methodology of the pro-
posed technique, 5 shows some info about aggregated news.

The python program collects live news from the live news
API server, as in this paper we are detecting fake direct news,
then we trained the system to check for aggregated news
using the proposed technique, the following 6 shows some
info about Live aggregated news which is (News title, News
Source, News URL).

3.2 News websites-ranking tables

Table 6 shows the world ranking of the domain name of news
websites, which we employed for differentiating the sources
of websites ranking (Alexa and Rankapi) as explained pre-
viously in this research.

FromTable 6,wehave chosen ten news sites that published
news, the first five of which are famous and accredited news
sites around the world in publishing the news, and the other
five are unknown or approved sites to publish news. Then, we

examined the ranking of these news sites using two ranking
sites (Alexa and Rankapi) to obtain the results in Table 6.

After getting the values of news websites ranking, we are
using Rankapi ratio Table (Table 1) and the Alexa ratio Table
(Table 2), to computewebsite ranking scoreRusingEquation
1. Table 7 shows websites ranking ratios R.

According to the methodology of the proposed technique,
after getting the newswebsites ranking result,we took25%of
each website (Alexa)and (Rankapi), then we added together
to get the first 50% of news accuracy as shown in Table 7.

3.3 News text similarity with fake news dataset

The final stage of checking news accuracy is to gather the
current news text and all fake news text from the Kaggle
dataset. Then, inputs the text to preprocessing for prepara-
tion to do the similarity process. The proposed system used
cosine-similarity in which the system processes the current
news text with 5000 fake news from the dataset to achieve
similarity. Then, it gets the top1 similarity score crossing fake
news and being named FP. After that, it computes TP from
Equation 3. Table 8 shows FP, TP ratios, and final similarity
score out of 50% based on the previous explanation.
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Table 6 News websites domain
names ranking

News# Domain Alexa-rank Other-rank

1 www.cnn.com 96 10/10

2 www.engadget.com 1216 10/10

3 www.stuff.co.nz 4094 10/10

4 www.nasaspaceflight.com 46803 10/10

5 www.the42.ie 70248 10/10

6 https://socialistworker.co.uk 1102118 1/10

7 https://www.insiderzim.com/ 8974861 1/10

8 http://pattayapeople.com/ 6287109 1/10

9 https://sggpnews.org.vn/hochiminhcity 1261037 1/10

10 https://www.tamilnet.com/ 1243830 1/10

Table 7 News websites-ranking
R (based on Equation 1)

News# R1-ratio (Alexa) 25% R2-ratio (Rankapi) 25% R=R1+R2 50%

1 25 25 50

2 25 25 50

3 25 25 50

4 25 25 50

5 25 25 50

6 1 1 2

7 1 1 2

8 1 1 2

9 1 1 2

10 1 1 2

Table 8 Cosine-Similarity score News# Similarity Count of 5000 TP 100% FP 100% FP/2 50%

1 2929 9.3 90.7 45.4

2 5000 8.5 91.5 45.7

3 5000 17.8 82.2 41.1

4 5000 7 93 46.5

5 5000 7.3 92.7 46.3

6 5000 18 82 41.0

7 5000 20 80 40.0

8 5000 24.3 75.7 37.8

9 5000 22.4 77.6 38.8

10 5000 20 80 40

From Table 8, we gather the current news text and all fake
news text from the Kaggle dataset. Then, we input the text
to preprocessing to do the similarity process. The proposed
system used cosine-similarity in which the system processes
the current news text with 5000 fake news from the dataset
to achieve similarity. Then, it gets the top1 similarity score
crossing fake news and being named FP. After that, it com-
putes TP from Equation 3. Figure 4 shows how to distribute
each of TP and FP, where a subset of 5000 fake news has
been used from the dataset. It can be noticed from Fig. 4 that

the ratio of FP is much higher than the ratio of TP for all the
ten news.

3.3.1 Duration time of similarity

Table 9 shows the duration time for each news individually,
where a subset of 5000 fake news has been extracted from
the dataset for similarity.

Table 9 shows the duration time for each news individu-
ally, where the system used 5000 fake news for similarity, as
we note the time taken for each news was less than a minute,
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Fig. 4 Distribute TP and FP

Table 9 Time of similarity

News# Duration time/Seconds

1 24 Seconds

2 26 Seconds

3 30 Seconds

4 39 Seconds

5 31 Seconds

6 35 Seconds

7 30 Seconds

8 33 Seconds

9 38 Seconds

10 32 Seconds

Fig. 5 Similarity duration time

which indicates the speed of the system, this helps to detect
big news in record time. We noticed that the duration time
increases similarity if the text is long and vice versa. Figure

5 illustrates how to distribute the duration time of each news
for achieving similarity.

We noticed from Fig. 5 that the duration time increases in
similarity if the text is long, and vice versa, if the similarity
is less the time duration is short.

3.4 Computing the final news accuracy score

In this section, we are reaching the final stage of computing
a news accuracy score out of 100%, based on Equation 4.
Table 10 shows the final results of news accuracy for the 10
news shown in Table 5.

The results in Table 10 are considered as an acceptable
achievement as the final accuracy ratio depends on newsweb-
site ranking classification, and also it depends on news text
similarity with a set of fake news. Now, if we consider web-
sites that repeated fake news, thus the similarity ratio against
a set of fake news is high even if the website rank has a high
ratio, resulting in a low ratio in news accuracy. Furthermore,
if the similarity against the set of fake news is a low ratio, and
news website ranking ratio was low, thus appears the news
accuracy low ratio as well, and vice versa is true. This illus-
trates the big difference in the news accuracy results in Table
10. In another case, if the news accuracy ratio is between
50% to 80%, that means the news similarity against the set
of fake news was high, and the news website has a high rank-
ing classification. Hence, the website popularity affects the
news accuracy according to the developed system. Figure 6
illustrates the final score for the ten news out of 100% based
on Ranking and Cosine.

4 Discussion

In this research, we have used two techniques for achieving
news accuracy: a mix between news text processing using
cosine similarity against fake news dataset and search about
news website ranking by RankAPI and Alexa website. Com-

Table 10 The final news
accuracy score

News# R-Score 50% CS-Score 50% Accuracy Score= R+CS 100% Accuracy Label

1 50 45.4 95.4 Accurate

2 50 45.7 95.7 Accurate

3 50 41.1 91.1 Accurate

4 50 46.5 96.5 Accurate

5 50 46.3 96.3 Accurate

6 2 41.0 43 Inaccurate

7 2 40.0 42 Inaccurate

8 2 37.8 39.8 Inaccurate

9 2 38.8 40.8 Inaccurate

10 2 40 42 Inaccurate
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Fig. 6 The final news accuracy score

paring the proposed technique to machine learning, we took
ten real news using linear model regression to train machine
learning. The accuracy score of the train and test is over 95%.
However, after inputting this news to the machine learning
for prediction. TheML classified six news as real and four as
fake, but the results were better after inputting the same news
into the proposed system. Since the FP and TP of checked
news referred to reality more than fake news, and the final
accuracy of checked news is over 90%, this is nearing real-
ity. The following Table 11 shows the results of comparison
between the proposed technique and machine learning tech-
niques:

Researchers have adopted different methods in detecting
fake news, Table 12 presents some of them, andwhat are their
results compared to the method adopted in this research.

In Ahmed et al. (2017), the researchers proposed a fake
news detection model, using two different methods to extract
the feature: Term Frequency (TF) and Term Frequency-
Inverted Document Frequency (TF-IDF).

For text analysis, they used n-gram features and six
machine learning classification techniques, namely: K-
Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Logistic Regression (LR), Linear Support Vector Machine
(LSVM),DecisionTree (DT), and random regression (SGD).
The dataset used a dataset gathered from real news sites
(Reuters.com) and fake news from the fake news dataset
on kaggle.com. They used 12,600 honest news articles and
12,600 fake news articles fromkaggle.com. The focuswas on
political news. Preprocessing of the data set was performed
by removing the stop words, tokenization, lower casing, sen-
tence segmentation, stemming (use Porter stemming), and
removing punctuation marks which help in reducing the size
of the data. The final step is to train the classifier by running
the six machine learning algorithms and studying the effect
of size n in n-gram on performance. The dataset was split into
80% for training and 20% for testing. The highest accuracy
was achieved with unigram and SVM linear classifier by 92,
and increasing the size of n in n-gram reduces the accuracy
of the algorithms.

Finally, they ran an additional experiment by running the
proposed model on a public dataset (Adali and Horne) and
got 87% accuracy using n-gram and Linear SVM algorithm.

Table 11 Comparison between Machine Learning and Proposed system

News title News source Machine-learning prediction Similarity with fake news TP News Accuracy

1- Asteroids could be approaching
Earth undetected thanks to quirk
of the planet’s rotation

Pharmacy times.com Fake News 0.107605 0.892395 95%

2- AT&T Stadium design plays
role with sun, Jumbotron
affecting multiple plays

Philippine Star Real News 0.169867 0.830133 93%

3- Brother confirms death of
animal lover in Tonga tsunami

Independent Real News 0.162772 0.837228 96%

4- Building the off-Earth economy The Indian Express Real News 0.0 93613 0.9 06387 93%

5- COVID-19 Daily Bulletin The Globe And Mail Fake News 0.129035 0.870965 94%

6- Dutch TV suspends show over
sexual misconduct claims

Reuters Real News 0.142656 0 .857344 92%

7- Everton want Belgium manager
and contact Belgian Football
Association

BBC News Real News 0.120857 0.879143 93%

8- India Fighting Another Wave
While Maintaining Economic
Growth, Says PM At World
Economic Forum

Associated Press Real News 0.142416 0.857584 93%

9- Nightclub helping police over
missing woman

The Punch Fake News 0.047605 0.952395 93%

10- Police did not receive any rally
application

Bring Me the News Fake News 0.057764 0.942236 93%
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Table 12 Comparing previous some works with the method used in the proposed search

Source num-
ber

Use cosine
similarity

Use the news
site rating

Compare the
news with
fake news

Dealing with
live news

Determine
the source of
news

[11] No No Yes No Yes

[12] Yes No Yes No Yes

[13] Yes No Yes No Yes

[14] No No Yes No Yes

[15] No No Yes No Yes

[16] Yes No Yes No Yes

In the proposed model, we compared the results of only the
textual content similarity criterion (which is the part similar
to what the researchers did), the highest result we reached
through the tested sample is 46.5 (which is 50%), we multi-
plied it by 2 to get the value from (100%), so the accuracy
becomes (93%), and we notice that we have surpassed them
in one criterion without taking into account the second crite-
rion.

In Thota et al. (2018a), the researchers presented a pro-
posed model based on the structure of the neural network to
accurately predict the stance between a pair of the title and
the article, depending on the extent of the similarity between
the content of the article text and the title (classifying stance
to agree, disagree, discuss, unrelated). Using the Fake News
Challenge dataset (FNC-1), they split it into a 67% training
set, 33% validation, or test set. Then, they preprocess the
data by removing the stop words, which is the first step by
using the natural language toolkit (NLTK) library, punctu-
ation removal, and stemming. Then, they prepared the text,
converted it into raw text, extracted the features by using two
methods of word bag and TF-IDF, then trained the model
on the structure of the dense neural network using TF-IDF
and the word bag and found the perfect similarity between
the title and article pair. Their proposed model obtained the
results TF-IDF on unigram and bigramwith cosine similarity
94.31%, a bag of words with cosine similarity 89.23%.

In this research, we aggregated live news and related news
and compared live news with the highest similarity to related
news (two datasets were adopted), and what we have done
is more accurate, as the news was compared with different
sources and is similar live news.

In Bali et al. (2019) during this research, the researchers
proposed a model for detecting fake news from the perspec-
tive of natural language processing and machine learning.
An assessment known as cross-validation was performed
on three data sets and compared the performance of seven
machine learning algorithms in terms of accuracy and F1
scores.

The model was tested on three datasets: the open-source
dataset, the Kaggle dataset for fake news, and the GitHub

repository for fake and real news. Next, previous datasets
were preprocessed, removing symbols, links, and informa-
tion unimportant in analyzing text features. To extract the
features, it was used: n-gram: (use unigram, bigram, and
trigram to count the number of occurrences), use TF-IDF:
frequency of the term–frequency of the inverse document,
frequency of the term is the number of times a word appears
in a given document that can be calculated Equation 7:

t f (t, d) = (0.5 + 0.5) f t, d/max f t ′, d : t ′εd (7)

Equation 8 is used to calculate the frequency of the reverse
document

id f (t, D) = logN

|dεD : tεd| (8)

Then, it calculates the cosine similarity of the standard vec-
tors tf-idf for headers and texts Contents.

1. Include words: replace each word with a vector of real
value.

2. Emotional Score: used to analyze sentiment in tone
followed by different articles, using the Open-Source
Library Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK); Emotional
intensity was analyzed for positive, negative, neutral, and
compound emotions.

3. Linguistic: The readability criteria are defined for news
articles. The lexical diversity of articles is calculated and
used as features. In this paper, 163 total features were
used.

To evaluate the model, cross-validation was used on the data
sets, and the model was evaluated on seven machine learning
algorithms which are: Random Forest (RF), Support Vector
Classifier (SVC), Gaussian Naïve Bayes (GNB), AdaBoost
(AB), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) and Gradient Enhancement (XGB). By comparing
the accuracy with cross-validation and three datasets, the
XGB algorithm was observed to outperform the XGB algo-
rithm with an accuracy of 87.2% in the open-source data set
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and 92.0% in the Kaggle, and 87.3% in the George McIntire
dataset.

In this research, if we consider the similarity of textual
content only (which is similar to what the researchers did),
the highest similarity we got was 93% (46.5% * 2). The
similarity values distinguish us, and what distinguishes us is
the second criterion, which is the ranking of news websites
sources globally, which gave additional accuracy to reveal
the accuracy of the news.

In Al Asaad and Erascu (2018), the researcher uses the
machine learning technique. Based on article content, an
algorithm uses data mining to detect fake news. The algo-
rithm extracts the text features (characteristics of content
and publisher). Performs linguistic and visual studies on
the extracted features (source, headlines, body text, image,
video). The construct machine learning model will use exter-
nal sources (e.g., readers of Facebook) by using the static
dataset, not feedback, to train the model. Take an article
from a news website, not social media site. They detect fake
news based on the clickbait title system studies the relation-
ship between the article title and the body. The used data set
of fake and real news. http://www.fakenewschallenge.org.
Use Scikit-learn library in python. Extract features from the
dataset (using text representation models). Test two classifi-
cation approaches on the title content. The researcher experts
the result with the combined tools, and he gets a result greater
than 0.8 for content and title classification. He observes that
the linear classification model works best with TF-TDF the
result was .094. Probabilistic classification gives low accu-
racy scorewhen combinedwithTF-TDF.Both classifications
give the same result for title 0.95. Bi-gram frequency model
gives low accuracy for title classifications compared with
Bag-of-words TF-TDF.

In Aldwairi and Alwahedi (2018b), the researcher locates
the credible clickbait database. Then, compute the attributes
and produce the data file for WEKA. They collect URLs for
the clickbait from the web by focusing on the social media
sites that have more fake news or clickbait ads or articles
such as Facebook, Forex, and Reddit. After gathering URLs
in a file, the researcher uses a python script to compute the
attributes from the title and the content of the web pages.
Then, they extracted the features from the web pages. They
use cross-validation 10-fold in all experiments. After reading
the website attributes file into WEKA. The researcher ranks
the attributes based on several algorithms. To choose themost
relevant and increase accuracy, decrease time. The researcher
obtains classification results as Metrics and Classifier. The
classification of the researcher is based on: Precision, Recall,
f-measure, and ROC. The logistic classifier has the highest
Precision with a result= of 99.4%. Logistic and random Tree
classifiers had the best recall(sensitivity)=99.3%. BayesNet
and Naivebytes are the best areas under the ROC curve.

In Thota et al. (2018b), the researcher uses: FNC-1 dataset
(2models) to detect fake news. The firstmodel, Riedel etwith
88% accuracy, with (lexical and similarity), passed through
a multi-layer perception (MLP) with one hidden layer. The
secondmodel is called Davis et al. with 93% accuracy. Glove
representation (GloVe)Word2Vec predictive model. These
techniques are applied to both the headlines and website arti-
cles. He allocates 67% of FNC data to the train set and the
remaining 33% to the test set. Training data are divided into
validation set (80/20) splits. All experiments are conducted
on training and validation setup. The researcher trainedmod-
els on Dense neural networks (DNN).

Comparedwith the previous research, we detect fake news
with the proposed fake news accuracy detection algorithm
according to these sequences. Aggregate Live news, Collect
websites ranking of news sources by(RankAPI and Alexa
website), Collect related news fromGoogle search engine by
live news titles, execute news accuracy algorithm, Compute
rank of source news website from total news accuracy 50%,
apply(stop words, Tokenizing, Stemming) for both Text and
Title of fake news dataset and Text and Title of living news,
then implements cosine similarity for last Compute cosine
similarity of living news text with related news text from
total news accuracy 50% scores.

5 Conclusion and future works

With advanced technology and communication methods, the
information spread among people without verification. The
problem is that fake news plays a vital role in our life, that’s
why researchers started looking for a solution to stop fake
news and disinformation from spreading widely. It is hard
to control the flow of information online. We attempted to
verify the news by implementing an algorithm by combin-
ing several methods to get satisfactory results. In this paper,
we took a different approach to detect fake news as the first
step. We collect live news from the Google search engine by
live news title, then we rank news websites according to the
results generated from RnkAPI and Alexa websites. Then,
we execute algorithm programming language using python;
the programmed tool in this paper depends on two primary
sections. Detect news accuracy by ranking news and rating
news accuracy by getting top1 cosine similarity from fake
news dataset. After that, we appliedNews text similaritywith
fake news dataset, texts similarity implementationwe applied
text processing (uniform case of letters, remove punctuation
and non-ASCII characters, Remove Stop-words, Text tok-
enization, Words-stemming) then we Created TF matrix for
texts to compute current news accuracy (Compute rank of
source news website from total news accuracy 50% + cosine
similarity of living news 50% scores).
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